
        1 SACCO Membership App

Members are the lifeblood of any SACCO. The servicing, attracting, and onboarding of new members however may be a 
cumbersome and time-consuming process. The industry is known for its paper-based application processes often leading to 
incorrect data capturing and as such, delayed member onboarding.

Benefits

New member details 
captured quickly and 

accurately.

Use Artificial Intelligence technology to 
capture membership data from a 

national ID card.

New member details can be exported to 
Micosoft SQL and utilized 

by the ERP application.

The SACCO Membership App turns membership 
onboarding into a seamless, speedy, and 
accurate process empowering the SACCO field 
or office agent to capture new member 
applications accurately and rapidly on a mobile 
device. Once the data is captured, the 
membership application can be reviewed and 
exported to Microsoft SQL. The Microsoft SQL 
data will then be available to the corresponding 
ERP application used by the SACCO.

With Our SACCO Membership App

DIGITALIZE YOUR 
SACCO PROCESS   

Transform your paper-based onboarding 
process into a modern digital solution.



The SACCO Membership App Features

Using a mobile device such as a smart phone or tablet, 
a field agent can quickly and accurately capture new 
member details automatically by simply scanning a 
national ID card. By making use of this innovative AI 
feature, new member data is captured quickly and very 
importantly, accurately from the start.

Customize Fields

Signature Feature

SQL Export

Community Manager
John Smith

ID:  00000-000-00
name@company.com
Date of Birth:  12-01-1985

The App is customized to your 
business requirements. Simply select 
your mandatory fields and they will 
be updated for you automatically.  

Artificial Intelligence Features

Choose to export membership 
records as they are created 
individually or in a batch as 
required. Assign selected users 
export permissions to ensure 
accurate records are exported.

The applicant is required to 
digitally sign after each 
page of data captured, and 
change made, ensuring data 
security throughout the 
onboarding process. 

File Upload
Upload all the applicants supporting 
documents directly from the agent’s 
mobile device, either using the 
camera or accessing saved files from 
the device. 

App Information
Seller: Microsoft Corporation  |  Size: 85.7 MB  |  Category: Business

Contact Your Dynamics Africa Channel Partner Today!

*Supported Mobile Platforms


